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COURSE DESCRIPTION

RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 1
CON001

This year long course is designed to introduce the student to the fundamentals of the carpentry
trade.  The student will learn to use the various layout, hand and power tools, building materials
and methods through various required hands on projects.  The student will be able to read
blueprints, level sights use transits and levels, estimate costs frame basic structures and finish
exteriors using industry approved methods.  The course is formulated to coincide with Nevada
state standards established for Residential Construction Technology. 



CARPENTRY/CONSTRUCTION 1

Upon completion of the CARPENTRY/CONSTRUCTION course, this student
has performed the following major competencies at the following
levels:

COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Define lumber grading terms.

 Calculate lumber sizes according to established   
   industry standards.

 Identify nail types and sizing.

 Select the proper hand tool for a given job.

 Apply the general safety rules.

 Apply the hand tool safety rules.

 Explain appropriate methods of tool maintenance   
   and storage.

 Recognize common power tools.

 Explain  the function and  operation of the       
   principal  power tools.

 Apply the safety rules for the power              
   machines.

 Explain appropriate methods of power machine      
   maintenance.

 Demonstrate proper setup, sighting, and           
   leveling procedures.

 Measure and lay out angles using leveling         
   equipment.

 Read a vernier  scale.

 Use a plumb line.

 Identify elements commonly included in a          
   set of house plans.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Demonstrate the use of scale in                   
   architectural drawings.

 Recognize architectural symbols.

 Describe the application of building codes,       
   standards, and permits.

 Lay out building lines and set up batter          
 boards.

 Explain footing requirements and how to build     
   footing forms.

 Define the terms: "concrete," "cement,"
   and "aggregate."

 Describe the building and use of wall forms.

 Demonstrate techniques for forming openings in    
   foundation walls.

 Discuss design factors that apply to sidewalks    
   and driveways.

 Identify the main parts of a  platform frame.

 Calculate the load on girders and beams used in   
   residential construction using industry         
   standard software.

 Lay out and install sills on a foundation wall.

 Describe how layouts are made  on header joists.

 Identify the parts of a floor truss.

 Describe kinds of material used for subflooring.

 Estimate materials required to construct a        
   specific floor frame using industry software.

 Identify the main parts of a wall frame.

 Demonstrate methods of forming the outside        
   corners and partitions of wall frames.
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COURSE  COMPETENCIES 
 Lay out rough openings are handled in wall        
   construction.

 Demonstrate plate and stud layout.

 Construct and erect wall sections and             
   partitions.

 List the materials commonly used for sheathing.

 Demonstrate the process of ceiling frame          
   construction.

 Demonstrate methods of forming the outside        
   corners and partitions of wall frames.

 Lay out rough openings are handled in wall        
   construction.

 Demonstrate plate and stud layout.

 Construct and erect wall sections and             
   partitions.

 List the materials commonly used for sheathing.

 Demonstrate the process of ceiling frame          
   construction.

 Sheath a roof.

 Describe how to prepare the roof deck.

 Describe reroofing procedures for both asphalt    
   and wood shingles.

 Illustrate correct nailing patterns.

 Select appropriate roofing materials for various  
   slopes and conditions.

 Explain how various roofing products are          
   applied.

 Demonstrate the proper positioning of gutters.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Estimate materials needed for a specific roofing  
   job using estimation software and calculator.

 Recognize the types of windows.

 Calculate required rough openings and interpret   
   a "window schedule."

 Explain how window frames are adjusted for wall   
   thickness.

 Summarize procedures for installing a standard    
   window.

 Describe  procedures for installing a             
   replacement window.
 
 Prepare a rough opening for the installation of   
   a door frame.

 Describe the procedure for sliding door           
   installation.

 Explain the correct construction  of garage door  
   frames.

 Select appropriate garage door hardware
   installation.

 Describe cornice and rake construction.

 Illustrate approved methods of flashing           
   installation.

 Describe how wood siding and shingles are         
   applied.

 Estimate the amount of siding or shingles         
   required for a specific structure and order     
   material using voice, e-mail and FAX.

 Demonstrate installation techniques for various   
   siding materials.
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CARPENTRY/MASONRY/CONSTRUCTION 2
Upon completion of the  Carpentry/Construction 2 course, this
student has performed the following competencies at the following
level:

COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Interpret thermal ratings charts.

 Describe the types of insulation available        
   today.

 Select appropriate areas for insulation in  a     
   given structure.

 Explain  the principle of condensation.

 Describe methods of controlling moisture          
   problems.
  
 List general procedures for installing batt and   
   blanket, fill,  and rigid insulation.

 Describe methods of construction the raise STC    
   ratings in  desired areas.

 Describe wallboard cutting, nailing, and          
   adhesive techniques.

 Explain how gypsum and metal lath are applied.

 Describe plastering methods. 

 List the procedures for installing wood           
   paneling.

 Lay out ceiling tile and install furring strips.

 Estimate quantities of lath, wallboard, and       
   ceiling tiles for a specific interior.(computer 
     & calculator)

 Lay out and install strip flooring on concrete    
   of plywood subfloors.

 Describe the procedure for applying hardboard,    
   particle board, wafer board, and plywood        
      underlayment.

 Recognize the types of stairs.
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COURSE  COMPETENCIES
 Define basic stair parts and terms.

 Calculate "rise-run-ratio," number and size of    
   risers, and  stairwell length.

 Lay out stringers for a  given stair rise and     
   run.

 Describe how door frames and casings  are         
   installed.

 Explain the difference between panel and  flush   
   type doors.

 List the  steps for hanging  a  door.

 Name lock parts  and describe typical             
   installation procedures.

 Cut, fit, and  nail baseboard  trim.

 Install prefabricated base and wall cabinets.

 Describe the basic types  of prefabricated        
   buildings.

 Explain  the difference  between  passive and     
   active solar construction.

 List the  steps for hanging  a  door.

 Name lock parts  and describe typical             
   installation procedures.

 Cut, fit, and  nail baseboard  trim.

 Install prefabricated base and wall cabinets.

 Describe the basic types  of prefabricated        
   buildings.

 Explain  the difference  between  passive and     
   active solar construction.

 List and describe the three types of passive      
   solar construction.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Distinguish between different types of            
   residential construction and determine type by  
     visual inspection.

 List steps for removal of wall sections prior to  
   remolding.

 Identify bearing walls.

 Determine  loads and translate this information   
   to correct header size for the  span.

 Explain typical designs and construction of       
   wooden scaffolds.

 List ladder types and maintenance techniques.

 Describe and apply the safety rules pertaining    
   to ladders and scaffolding.
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MASONRY/CONSTRUCTION 2
Upon completion of the Masonry/Construction 2 course, the student
has performed the following major competencies to the following
levels:

COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Explain the difference between plain concrete,     
  reinforced concrete, precast concrete, and        
   prestressed concrete.

 Find information relating to masonry from the      
  site plan, foundation plan, floor plan,           
   elevations, sections, and details.

 Read dimensions from architectural drawings.

 Identify the various architectural symbols and     
  abbreviations.

 List the rules for personal safety when working    
  with masonry.

 List the safety rules for the use of portable      
  power tools and for ladders and scaffolds.    

 Demonstrate a positive safety attitude by          
  following the safety rules.

 List the four components of concrete.

 Do a slump test on a concrete mix.

 Determine the amount of water necessary to         
  produce concrete of the proper slump and          
   strength.

 Design the driveway, patio steps, and walks for    
  a residence once the house has been located on    
   the plot plan.

 Lay out a building location from a reference       
  line.

 Determine the height of foundation walls and       
  the depth of the excavation needed.

 Estimate the amount of earth to be excavated       
  for a building foundation on a given lot.         
   (computer & calculator)
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Prepare a subgrade for a sidewalk, driveway, or    
  a slab.

 Given the location of the load on a reinforced     
  concrete member, tell where the reinforcing       
   would be  placed to resist the load.

 List the condition under which a residential       
  floor slab should be reinforced.

 Explain the necessity of footings and how the      
  bearing quality of the soil will affect their     
   size.

 Give the general rule for the sizing of            
  footings.

 Estimate the amount of concrete and labor          
  necessary to pour footings for a building.        
   (computer & calculator)

 Calculate the material and labor necessary for     
  construction of a concrete foundation.(computer   
   &calculator)

 Name and describe two types of construction for    
  concrete floor slabs.

 Describe the procedures necessary for mix,         
  placing, finishing, and curing a concrete floor   
   slab.

 Plan where expansion joints should be used in      
  slabs, driveways, and sidewalks.

 Calculate the amount of material and labor         
  needed for various types of concrete flat work.
     (computer & calculator)

 Locate the position for footing forms and          
  install them.

 Set various types of forms.

 Estimate the amount and cost of labor to set       
  various types of forms and the amount of          
   concrete necessary for a given job.(computer &   
    calculator)
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Place, consolidate, tamp and strike-off            
  concrete for footings, wall forms, and slabs.    

 Use the proper float for the floating              
  operations on flat work.

 Trowel concrete flatwork.

 Identify and use the various mason’s tools used    
  in the laying of modular units (concrete          
   masonry and clay masonry units.)

 Read a mortar proportion table and use it to       
  setup the proportioning of ingredients needed     
   for a certain type of mortar.  

 Mix mortar by hand and machine.

 Identify and layout the basic structural bonds.

 Identify the various types of mortar joint         
 finishes and give the advantages and               
 disadvantages of each.

 Load a trowel and use it to spread horizontal      
 and vertical joints.

 Properly throw, trim and furrow the mortar bed     
 for laying block and brick.

 Construct a pyramid using CMU’s and clay units.

 Lay a corner using CMU’s and clay units.

 Build a wall by connecting two corners using       
 CMU’s and clay units.
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GENERAL LEARNER OUTCOMES AND SCOPE/SEQUENCE
CARPENTRY/CONSTRUCTION 1

Upon completion of the CARPENTRY/CONSTRUCTION course, a student
will be able to perform the following competencies:
STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
1.1.7
1.1.8

2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.7
2.2.8
2.2.9

General Course Objectives:
MATERIALS & FASTENERS;
  1 Describe the hardwood and softwood         
    classification.
  2 Id grades and sizes of lumber
  3 Name and recognize common defects in       
    lumber.
  4 Measure linear foot, compute square foot & 
    board foot measure
  5 Describe the composition, sizes, and uses  
    of plywood, OSB, particleboard, hardboard, 
    medium-density fiberboard, and soft board.
  6 Describe the uses and sizes of L/V lumber, 
    parallel strand lumber, laminated strand   
    lumber, wood I-beams, and glue-lam beams.
  7 Id and describe nail types, sizing, and    
    use.
  8 Id and describe screw types, sizing, and   
    use.
  9 Id and describe screw types, sizing, and   
    use.
 10 Id and describe bolt and anchor types,     
    sizing, and use.
 11 Id and describe adhesive types and use.
HAND TOOL, POWER TOOL, USE - SAFETY -
MAINTENANCE;
  1 Id and describe the use of hand tools      
    most commonly used in the industry.
  2 Use hand tools in a safe and appropriate   
    manner.
  3 Maintain hand tools in suitable working    
    condition.
  4 State the general safety rules for         
    operating power tools.
  5 Describe and safely use the following:     
    circular saw, saber saw, reciprocating     
    saw, drill, hammer drill, screwdriver,     
    plane, router, sander, stapler, nailer,    
    powder-actuated driver, table saw, power   
    miter saw, radial arm saw, and panel saw.
  6 Maintain power tools in suitable working   
    condition.
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STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.5.4
1.5.12
1.5.13
1.5.14
1.5.15

3.1.1
3.1.2

1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5

4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4
4.2.5
4.3.1
4.3.2
4.3.3
4.3.4
4.3.5
4.3.6
4.3.7

BLUEPRINTS, CODES AND BUILDING LAYOUT;
   1 Describe and explain the function of the  
     various drawings contained in a set of    
     blueprints.
   2 Demonstrate how specifications are used.
   3 Id types of lines and read dimensions.
   4 Establish level points across a building  
     area using a water level and by using a   
     carpenters level in combination with a    
     straightedge.
   5 Accurately set up and use the builder’s   
     level, transit level, and laser level.
   6 Use an optical level to determine         
     elevations. 
   7 Layout building lines using both the      
     Pythagorean Theorem and transit level and 
     check layout for accuracy.
   8 Build batter boards and establish         
     accurate building lines.
   9 Id and explain the meaning of symbols and 
     abbreviations used on a set of plans.
  10 Read and interpret plot, foundation,      
     floor, elevation, and framing plans.
  11 Define and explain the purpose of         
     building codes and zoning laws.
  12 Explain the requirements for obtaining a  
     building permit and the duties of a       
     building inspector.

CONCRETE FORM CONSTRUCTION;
   1 Construct forms for footings, slabs,      
     walks, and driveways.
   2 Construct forms for foundation walls.
   3 Layout and build concrete forms for       
     stairs.
   4 Demonstrate techniques used for the       
     proper placement and curing of concrete.
   5 Describe the composition of concrete and  
     factors affecting its strength,           
     durability, and workability.
   6 Explain the reasons for a slump test and  
     preform it.
   7 Explain the reasons for reinforcing       
     concrete and describe the materials used.
   8 Estimate quantities of concrete.
   9 Describe excavation procedures.
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STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7

5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8

FLOOR FRAMING;
   1 Describe platform, balloon, and post-and- 
     beam framing, and id their framing        
     members.
   2 Describe several energy and material      
     conservation framing methods.
   3 Build and install girders, erect columns, 
     and layout and install sills.
   4 Layout and install floor joists.
   5 Framing openings in floors.
   6 Layout, cut, and install bridging.
   7 Apply subflooring.
   8 Describe methods to prevent air           
     infiltration and damage by wood pests.
WALL AND CEILING FRAMING and SHEATHING; 
   1 Id and describe the function of each part 
     of the wall frame.
   2 Determine the length fo the exterior wall 
     studs.
   3 Describe four types of walls used in      
     residential framing.
   4 Determine the rough opening width and     
     height for windows and doors.
   5 Layout the wall plates for partition      
     intersections, openings, and OC studs.
   6 Describe and construct methods of framing 
     corner and partition intersections.
   7 Cut out, assemble, and construct wall     
     sections.
   8 Erect and temporarily brace a wall        
     section plumb and straight.
   9 Describe the function of and install      
     blocking and backing.
  10 Apply wall sheathing.
  11 Layout, cut, and install ceiling joists.
  12 Id and describe the components of and     
     construct a non-structural steel wall     
     frame.
  13 Install a wood and steel door buck
  14 Estimate the materials needed for walls   
     and ceiling framing. 
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STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5
2.1.6
2.1.7
2.1.8
2.1.9

5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.3.8
5.3.9

SCAFFOLDS, LADDERS, and SAWHORSES;
   1 Id and describe the safety concerns for   
      scaffolding.
   2 Erect and Dismantle metal scaffolding in  
     accordance with recommended, safe      
procedures.
   3 Follow the recommended procedure to      
inspect a scaffold for safety.
   4 Describe the recommended capacities of    
  various parts of a scaffold.
   5 Construct a scaffold work platform.
   6 Id and describe the components of a fall  
    protection system.
   7 Describe the safety concerns for mobile   
   metal tubular scaffolds.
   8 Build safe staging areas using roof      
brackets.
   9 Safely set up, use, and dismantle pump    
  jack scaffolding.
  10 Describe the safe use of ladders, ladder  
    jacks, stepladders, and sawhorses.

 
ROOF FRAMING AND SHEATHING;
   1 Describe several roof types.
   2 Define the various roof framing terms.
   3 Id the members of gable, gambrel, hip,    
  intersecting, and shed roofs.
   4 Layout a common rafter and erect a gable  
    roof.
   5 Layout and install gable end studs.
   6 Layout a hip rafter and hip jack rafters.
   7 Layout a valley rafter and valley jack    
  rafters.
   8 Describe and perform the safe and proper  
    procedure to erect roof trusses.
   9 Apply roof sheating.
  10 Estimate the quantities of materials used 
     in a roof frame.
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STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.6.5

5.8.1
5.8.2
5.8.3
5.8.4

5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
5.5.5
5.5.6

WINDOWS and DOORS;
   1 Describe the most popular styles of        
     windows and name their parts.
   2 Select and specify desired sizes and       
     styles of windows from manufactures’       
     catalog.
   3 Install various types of windows using     
     current industry standards.
   4 Name and Id the parts of, and set, a       
     prehung door
   5 Describe the standard designs and sizes of 
     doors and name their parts.
   6 Fit and hang a door to a preexisting       
     opening.
   7 Install locksets in doors.
   8 Install bypass, bifold, and pocket doors.

ROOFING;
   1 Define roofing terms.
   2 Describe and apply roofing felt            
     underlayment, organic and fiber glass      
     asphalt shingles, and roll roofing.
   3 Describe and applying drip edge and        
     flashing to valleys, sidewalls, chimneys,  
     and other roof obstructions.
   4 Estimate needed roofing materials.

EXTERIOR SIDING and FINISH;
   1 Describe the shapes, sizes, and materials  
     used as siding products.
   2 Install corner boards and prepare wall for 
     siding.
   3 Apply horizontal and vertical siding.
   4 Apply plywood and lap siding.
   5 Apply wood shingles and shakes to          
     sidewalls.
   6 Apply vinyl and aluminum siding,
   7 Describe and install various types of      
     cornices and name their parts.
   8 Install gutters and downspouts.
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